A compact microfludic device for perfusion culture of mammalian cells under in-situ metabolomic observation by NMR spectroscopy is presented. The chip is made from poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), and uses a poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) membrane to allow gas exchange. It is integrated with a generic micro-NMR detector developed recently in our group [J. Magn. Reson. 262, 73-80 (2016)]. While PMMA is an excellent material in the context of NMR, PDMS is known to produce strong background signals. To mitigate this, the device keeps the PDMS away from the detection area. The oxygen permeation into the device is quantified using a flow chemistry approach. A solution of glucose is mixed on the chip with one of glucose oxidase, before flowing through the gas exchanger. The resulting concentration of gluconate is measured by 1 H NMR spectroscopy as a function of flow rate. An oxygen equilibration rate constant of 2.4 s −1 is found for the device, easily sufficient to maintain normoxic conditions in a cell culture at modest perfusion flow rates.
The chip is composed of three layers of PMMA (right). Glucose and enzyme solutions are injected into the mixer on the middle layer, and are then transported through a via up into the gas exchange channels engraved into the top layer, which are covered by a PDMS membrane.
INTRODUCTION
NMR spectroscopy is a highly useful tool to study the metabolic manifold (metabolome) in live systems. NMR can provide quantitative information on hundreds of metabolites non-invasively, without requiring any sample preparation. It can be used directly on live systems to monitor biochemical activity.
Microfluidic culture of cells 2 allow very precise control of the extracellular microenvironment, including the interaction with other cells, extracellular matrix, soluble factors, and mechanical forces 4 . Also, analytical biosensors can be integrated directly into the culture platform, thus combining living cells and sensors for detection of cellular physiological parameters and analysis of external stimuli in situ 5 .
Our long-term objective is to develop a microfluidic platform for cell culture that can be directly inserted into a conventional NMR spectrometer for metabolomic monitoring. As an important step towards this goal, the present paper reports a microfluidic chip that combines the ability to exchange oxygen with the environment with high-resolution and highsensitivity 1 H NMR spectroscopy.
Gas exchange in microfluidic culture devices is usually ensured either by leaving the culture chamber open to the atmosphere (similar to well plates), or by exploiting the excellent gas permeability of poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) 6 . While leaving the chip open is not acceptable in our application since the chip must be transferred between the incubator and the NMR spectrometer without contamination, PDMS is a problematic material in the context of NMR spectroscopy due to the large background signals arising from its methyl groups.
To solve this problem, we have designed a PMMA device that spatially separates the gas exchange with the environment through a PDMS membrane from the NMR sampling area. The chip is compatible with a high-performance transmission line NMR probe that has recently been developed in our group 1 . In contrast to PDMS, which is a liquid on NMR time scales, PMMA is a glassy solid. Its protons therefore experience large mutual dipolar couplings, which lead to a very broad NMR signal, which is easily distinguished from the desired signal from the sample fluid by its short decay time (typically well within the receiver dead time). was then disconnected from the syringe pumps, and the ports were immediately sealed. The concentration of gluconate was then determined by NMR as described below.
NMR
1 H NMR data were recorded on a Bruker Avance III 300 MHz spectrometer equipped with a 7 T Oxford magnet, using a special transmission line NMR probe based on the detector design shown in Fig. 1B 1 . Spectra were obtained with solvent presaturation and a 128 ms T 2 filter consisting of a spin echo train with suppressed J evolution 24 . For each analysis, 256 transients were collected as 64k data points with a spectral with of 5000 Hz and inter-pulse delay of 3s between each transient. The total time for each NMR measurement was 27 min. All NMR data was processed using in-house routine in Mathematica. The free induction decay signal was zero filled to 128k points before Fourier transformation, and 0.3 Hz of line broadening was applied. Finally, the gluconate concentrations were determined by integrating the peaks at 4.05 ppm and 4.15 ppm, which correspond to protons at positions 3 and 2, respectively (cf Fig. 5 ).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Chip quality
The bonding protocol described in the experimental section was the result of a significant optimisation effort. A variety of techniques have been developed for bonding homogeneous or heterogeneous polymer pairings by exposing them to heat 25, 26 , microwaves 27 , or solvents 28, 29 . Other approaches have used glue 30 , or in situ polymerisation 31 for bonding. Several of these techniques have been tried in the course of this work, but were found to be unsuitable, producing either uneven bonds, or leading to buckling and warping of the microfluidic LoC device. Integration of the LoC device with the NMR detector requires a small overall thickness (less than 1 mm), which makes the structure prone to buckling induced by solvent swelling. While minor buckling may not be a problem in other applications, the homogeneity of the magnetic field depends on the planarity of the LoC device, and intolerable line broadening was observed as a result of poor control of the out-of-plane chip geometry. Our experiments showed that even a state-of-the art solvent vapour approach 32 for bonding PMMA, which has been shown to produce excellent results using thicker material, was unsuitable in the present context for this reason.
Instead, we employed a plasticiser-assisted bonding approach 22 , which relies on coating the PMMA surface with dibutyl phtalate (DBP), and subsequent bonding under pressure and somewhat elevated temperature. After careful optimisation of the amount of DBP/isopropanol solution applied to the surface, devices with good planarity could be produced with high yield.
Microfluidic structures were fabricated using a laser cutter. Using a low power setting produced channels of about 100 µm width and similar depth. The surface of these channels was quite rough, as can be seen in Fig. 4a and b . However, the exposure to the plasticiser and isopropanol solvent led to smoothing of the channels, which is clearly visible in the figure. The channels exhibiting rough surfaces are part of the gas exchanger, which was not exposed to the plasticiser during bonding. By contrast, channels in the middle layer (the one leaving the via towards the right in Fig. 4a and the diagonal one from the top to the right of Fig. 4b ) do not show any apparent roughness after bonding. Fig. 5 shows 1 H NMR spectra as a function of injection flow rate. Peaks due to glucose appear between 4.0 ppm and 3.2 ppm, as well as at 4.65 ppm. The small triplet at 2.9 ppm is due to the DSS standard. The concentration of D-gluconate can conveniently be inferred from the two peaks at 4.17 ppm and 4.02 ppm, which are due to the protons at positions 2 and 3 in D-gluconate, respectively. As expected, and as clearly visible in the figure, the gluconate concentration rises monotonously as the flow rate into the chip decreases.
Oxygen Uptake
Glucose oxidase catalyses the reaction shown in Fig. 5 , using one half of an oxygen molecule to produce one molecule of gluconate. The hydrogen peroxide that is also produced is reconverted to molecular oxygen by peroxidase. This means that the final amount of of gluconate corresponds to twice the amount of molecular oxygen that has been taken up by the solution.
The resulting gluconate concentrations are shown in Fig. 6 as a function of injection flow rate. Three data sets, obtained on three different days from separately prepared solutions, are shown by blue, orange, and green circles. With the exception of two outliers, the data are remarkably consistent. It should be noted that no attempt to stabilise the experimental temper-1-7 | 5 NMR spectroscopy.
It was found that the rate constant for oxygen permeation in this device is k p = 2.4 s −1 , meaning that equilibration with the outside oxygen partial pressure can be achieved in an exposure time of the order of 1/k p = 0.42 s. It is shown that the device is capable of supplying enough oxygen to maintain normoxic conditions in a perfusion cell culture containing up to 10'000 MCF-7 cells.
The new device opens the possibility to study cell metabolism under normoxic conditions in a close-cycle perfusion platform by non-invasive NMR spectroscopy. Experiments along these lines are currently underway in our laboratory; the results will be reported at a later occasion.
